Introduction
Possibilistic logic is a weighted logic where each classical logic formula is associated with a weight in [0, 1] under stood as a lower bound of a necessity measure. This weight accounts for the level of certainty (or the priority) of the pieces of information represented by the logical formulas.
The unit interval [0, 1] can be understood as a mere ordinal scale. Namely, possibilistic logic is appropriate for reason ing with prioritized information, when priorities are repre sented by a total pre-order.
There were several attempts for extending possibilis tic logic for dealing with other, more complex, un certainty structures instead of total pre-orders. For instance,
in [Dubois et al., 1992 , Lafage et al., 1999 , de Cooman, 1996 , extensions based on lattices have been proposed. The extension proposed in [Dubois et al. , 1992] makes sense for representing temporal information, however it does not fully extend the possibilistic logic inference for inconsistent sets of beliefs.
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The aim of this paper is to propose a natural extension of possibilistic logic to deal with a partially-ordered knowl edge base.
It expands and completes results obtained in [Benferhat et al., 2003 ].
More precisely, we first propose a natural definition of the possibilistic logic inference based on the family of totally ordered knowledge bases (resp. possibility distributions), which are compatible with a partial knowledge base. We then provide a semantic (resp. syntactic) characterization of this inference, which is based on a strict partial order on interpretations (resp. on a strict partial order on consistent subbases of the knowledge base). We then show that the main properties of the possibilistic logic (subsumed formu las, clausal form, soundness and completeness results) hold for a partially ordered knowledge base. Finally, we propose an algorithm for computing the set of plausible conclusions of a partially ordered knowledge base.
The following section gives some basic definitions and a brief refresher on possibilistic logic.
2 Basic definitions and background
Partial orders
A partial pre-order j on a finite set A is a reflexive (a j a) and transitive (if a j b and b j c then a j c) binary relation. In this paper, a j b intuitively means that a is at least as preferred as b.
A strict partial order -< on a set A is an irreflexive (a -< a does not hold) and transitive binary relation. a -< b means that a is strictly preferred to b. A strict partial order is gen erally defined from a partial pre-order as a -< b if a j b holds but b j a does not hold.
The equality is defined by a <":! b iff a j b and b j a. a <":! b means that a and b are equally preferred. We lastly define incomparability, denoted by �, as a � b if and only if neither a � b nor b � a holds. a � b means that neither a is preferred to b, nor the converse.
In the following, a f, b (resp. a f< b, a # b) means that a � b (resp. a -< b, a = b) does not hold.
A total pre-order ::; is a partial pre-order such that \Ia, b E A : a ::; b or b ::; a.
Let -< be a strict partial order on a set A. The set of min imal elements of A, denoted by Min(A, -<), is defined as follows: Min( A,-<)= {a: a E A, $bE A, b-< a}.
Note that only the strict partial order is useful for determin ing minimal elements of A.
Qualitative possibilistic logic
We only provide a brief background on qualitative pos sibilistic logic (for more details, see [Dubois et al., 1994, Dubois and Prade, 1998 ]).
Let £ be a finite propositional language. We denote by !1 the set of interpretations of £, and by w an element of !1.
Let 'P be a formula, Mod( 'P) denotes the set of models of 'P ·
The basic element of the semantics of possibilis tic logic is the notion of a possibility distribution [Dubois and Prade, 1988] , denoted by 1r, which is a func tion from !1 to [0, 1]. 1r(w) evaluates to what extent w is compatible, or consistent, with our available knowledge. 1r(w) = 0 means that w is impossible, while 1r(w) = 1 means that w is totally possible. 1r(w) 2 1r(w') means that w is more plausible than w'.
At the syntactic level, uncertain pieces of information are represented by means of a set of weighted formulas of the form K = { ('Pi, ai) : i = 1, ... , n} where 'Pi is a propo sitional formula, and ai E]O, 1]. The real number ai rep resents a lower bound of certainty degree of the formula 'Pi · Each possibilistic knowledge base induces a unique pos sibility distribution, denoted by 7rE, where interpretations are ordered with respect to the highest formula that they falsify [Dubois et al., 1994] . More formally, Vw E !1 : { 1 ifV(cp, a) E E: w I= cp, 1rE(w) = 1-max{ a: (cp, a) E E and w � cp} otherwise.
Note that all tautologies can be removed from K, without changing the induced possibility distribution. Similarly, it has been shown in [Dubois et al., 1994] that subsumed for mulas can also be removed. A formula 'P is said to be subsumed if it is entailed from formulas having a weight strictly greater than 'P· Lastly, any formulas can equivalently be transformed into its CNF form. If ( 'P, a) belongs to K, it can then be replaced by (C1,a), (C2,a), ... , (Cn,a), where { c I , c2, ... , Cn} represents the clausal form of cp, without any change in the induced possibility distribu tion [Dubois et al., 1994] .
In qualitative possibilistic logic, the interval [0, 1] is simply interpreted as a mere totally ordered scale. In this case, a total pre-order on interpretations, denoted by ::; 7r, can be associated with a possibility distribution 1r in the following way:
Vw,w' E !1,w :::: : n w' iff 1r (w) 2 1r(w').
The pair (!1, :::: : n) will be called a qualitative possibilistic distribution.
A formula '1/J is said to be a plausible consequence of ( !1, :::: : n), denoted by ( !1, :::: : n) l= 1r 1/J, iff Min(!1, <n) <;;;
Mod('lj;) .
A possibilistic knowledge base can also be represented qualitatively by a pair (E, ::;E), where E is a set of for mulas and ::;E is a total pre-order on E, in the following way (if E contains two syntacticly identical formulas, one of them is then replaced by another syntacticly different, but logically equivalent formula):
<p ::; E <p 1 iff (cp, a) , (cp', b) E E and b::; a.
A pair (E, ::;E) will be called a totally ordered knowledge base. A syntactic inference, denoted by ( E, ::;E) f-1r 1/J, where 1jJ represents an inferred formula, can be achieved with a computational complexity slightly higher than the one of classical logic (see [Lang, 2001] for more details).
Similarly, each totally ordered knowledge base (E, ::;E) in duces a unique qualitative distribution ( !1, :::: : n) defined by:
(eqn i) w ::;0 w' if Vcp E E such that w � <p, :11/J E E such that w' � 1jJ and 1jJ ::; <p.
The syntactic inference coincides with the semantic one.
Namely, V't/; E £, ( !1, :::: : n) F1r 1/J iff(E, ::;E) f-1 r 1/J .
Representing partially ordered information
Generally, an agent cannot provide a total pre-order be tween all of his beliefs, but only a partial pre-order. A par tially ordered knowledge base is a pair (E, �E) where E is a set of propositional formulas and �E is a partial pre-order (i.e. a transitive and reflexive relation) on E.
In the following, we will use the following example for illustrating different notions used in this paper. The natural question is how to define an inference relation for (I;, :<E), which extends the possibilistic logic inference when ::5 E is a total pre-order.
Encoding partial pre-order by means of boolean lattice
In their attempt to cast both uncertainty and time in a logical framework, Dubois and a!. use a boolean lat tice sr, where T represents a set of possible times, instead of the interval [0, 1] [Dubois et a!., 1992] (see also [Lafage et a!., 1999] for similar works based on De Kleer's AT MS [de Kleer, 1986] ). 1r (w) = T s;; T means that at any instantiation in T, w is possible (not excluded). Necessity and possibility are naturally extended where roughly speaking the maximum, minimum and reversing scale (1 -(.)) are replaced by the union, intersection and complementary. A weighted formula has the form ( <p, T), with T s;; T, which means that <p is true at least during the set of time intervals T. All other basic concepts of possi bilistic logic have natural counterparts when using boolean lattice instead of the unit interval [0, 1].
The possibilistic logic machinery is also extended. First the resolution rule proposed is:
Then, given F a set of weighted formulas, we define Inc
This extension completely makes sense to handle temporal information in the possibilistic logic setting. However, the proposed extension is not fully satisfying for inconsistent beliefs.
Example 2 For instance, let us consider example I, where T = { t1, t2, t3} is a set of 3 time instants. The representa tion of our example using the valuation lattice of Figure 2 can be:
Indeed, there are two ways for reaching L (a,{t1,t2}),(•a,{t3}) f-(l_,0) and (b,{t2,t3}) ,(•b,{tJ}) f-(l_,0). Lastly, it can be checked that both a and •a are plausible consequence (for in stance, Inc(F U {(a,{t1,t2,t3})}) > 0), which is not desirable.
Compatible possibilistic knowledge bases
A natural way for representing (I;, :<E) is to consider the set of all compatible totally ordered knowledge bases (I;, :S:E)· Intuitively, (I;, :S:E) is said to be compatible with (I;, :<E) if :S:E extends :<E, namely it preserves strict and non-strict preference relations between any two formulas of I;. More formally:
Definition 1 Let (I;, :<E) be a partially ordered base and -<E its usual strict counterpart. A totally ordered knowl edge base (I;, :S:E) is then said to be compatible with (I;, :< E) iff:
The set of all totally ordered knowledge bases compatible with (I;, :<E) is denoted by :F(I;, :<E).
Example 3 Let us consider again the partially ordered knowledge base (I;, ::<E) defined in example I. Two exam ples of a totally ordered knowledge base compatible with (I;, :< E) are (I;, :S:1,E) and (I;, :S:2,E), defined by:
Given :F(I;, :<E), it is now possible to define a plausible inference relation from a partially order knowledge base. A formula <p is a plausible consequence of a partially ordered knowledge base (I;, :<E) if it is a possibilistic conclusion for each compatible possibilistic knowledge base. More formally:
Definition 2 A formula 1/J is said to be a plausible con sequence of (E, ::5E), denoted by (E, ::5E) f-po 1/J, if 1/J is a possibilistic consequence of each totally ordered knowl edge base compatible with (E, ::5E), namely:
Note that this syntactic definition is equivalent to the fol lowing semantic definition:
Definition 3 Let F(E, ::5E) be a set of all compatible to tally ordered knowledge bases. Let F(O, ::5n) be the fam ily of all qualitative possibility distributions induced from each element of F(E, ::5E) using (eqn i). Then:
(n, ::5n) ho 1/J iff V(n, ::;n) E F(n, ::5n), (n, ::;n) 1=,. 1/J.
Example 4 Let us consider the partially ordered knowl edge base provided by Example 1. The formula b is not a plausible conclusion of (E, jE). Indeed it cannot be in ferred from the compatible totally ordered knowledge base (E, ::;2,E) which is such that a <2,E -.b <2,1: b <2,1: -.a.
Similarly a II b is not a plausible conclusion, indeed it can not be inferred from the compatible totally ordered knowl edge base (E, ::;2,E).
However, the formula a V b is a plausible conclusion of (E, ::5E), since neither -.a nor -.b can be among the most plausible formulas in any totally ordered knowledge base (otherwise, either a < -.b or b < -.a is violated). This means that either a or b is among the most plausible for mula in each totally ordered knowledge base. Hence a V b is a plausible conclusion of each totally ordered knowledge base.
Clearly, the number of compatible possibilistic knowledge bases can be very large. The following provides a seman tic and syntactic (with a computational issue section) infer ence from partially ordered knowledge base without using a family of possibility distribution (resp possibility knowl edge base). The idea of this section is that, instead of computing all compatible possibility distributions, we define a strict par tial order on interpretations which preserves the possibilis tic inference provided by definition 2.
Roughly speaking, the interpretation w is strictly preferred to the interpretation w', denoted by w <Jn w', if the set of formulas falsified by w' is preferred to the set of formulas falsified by w.
Therefore, we need to define a preference relation on subsets of formulas from a partial pre-order on a set of formulas. There were several ways to define such relations (see [Halpern, 1997] , [Cayrol et a!., 1992] and [Benferhat et a!., 2003 ] for more details). We use the fol lowing one:
Definition 4 Let (E, ::5r:) be a partially ordered knowledge base and X, Y <;;; E (we assume that neither X nor Y is empty), X is strictly preferred toY, denoted by X <J Y iff:
\lyE Min(Y, -<), ::lx E Min(X, -<)such that x-< y.
Note that If X = Y = 0, we then consider that neither X <J Y holds, nor Y <J X.
We can now define <Jn. For this aim, let us denote I w, El the set of preferred formulas in E falsified by w, namely: l w,El = { rp: <p E E,w � rp}.
Definition 5 Let (E, ::5r:) be a partially ordered knowledge base, then w is said to be strictly preferred to w' according to (E, ::5r:), denoted by w <Jn w' iff: l w',El <J l w,E l It can be shown that <Jn is a strict partial order.
Example 5 Let us consider again Example 1. Table I shows the set of formulas falsified by each interpretations. The definition of the semantic inference is as follows [Benferhat et a!., 2003 ]:
Definition 6 Let <Jn be the partial pre-order on n induced from a partially ordered base (E, ::5r:), using definition 5. A formula 1/J is inferred from (0, <Jn), denoted by (0, <Jn) I= 1/J, iff M in(n, <Jn) <;;; Mod( 1/J ).
Let us illustrate this definition by the following example.
Example 6 We consider again Example 1.
The formula a V b can be inferred, indeed we have Mad( a V b) = {w1,w2, w3}, Min(D, <lo) = {w1,w2, w3} and Min(D, <lo) c:;; M od(a V b). We then have (D, <lo) f=
However, the formula a 1\ b cannot be inferred. Indeed we have Mod(a 1\ b) = {w3}, which does not contain Min(n, <10).
The following theorem shows that this definition is equiva lent to the inference based on the family of totally ordered knowledge bases proposed in Definition 2:
Theorem 7 Let ( E, ::5E) be a partially ordered knowl edge base, (D, <lo) as given by definition 5 and F( E, ::5E) the family of all compatible possibilistic distribution then:
Theorem 7 provides a strong justification of the inference relation given by definition 6 and pro posed in [Benferhat et al., 2003) . In this paper, [Benferhat et al., 2003 ], a second inference relation has been proposed. This inference is based on <ln defined as:
The inference is defined as ( <1 n, D) f-1j; iff Min(n, <10) c:;; Mod(¢).
This inference violates theorem 7, as it is shown by the following (counter-)example:
Example 7 We consider again Example 1, if we compute <10, we obtain that all interpretations are incomparable. Indeed there exists no formula in the example which is pre ferred to all formulas falsified by another interpretation (each interpretations falsifying at last 2 formulas). We then have Min( <10, D) =D. Only tautologies can be inferred.
As in possibilistic logic, tautologies can be removed from an initial partially ordered knowledge base, without any change in the plausible conclusions. This is simply due to the fact that the computation of <lo is based on falsified for mulas, and tautologies are satisfied by all interpretations.
The following definition provides a natural extension of the notion of subsumed formulas.
Definition 8 Let ( E, ::Sr:) be a partially ordered knowledge base. Let <p E E and Prej( <p, ::5E) = {'It! E E : 1j; ::5E <p }.
<p E E is said to be subsumed by ( E, ::5E) if: Prej ( <p, ::5E) f-<p.
As in possibilistic logic, the subsumed formulas can be re moved without any change in our inference:
Proposition 9 Let ( E, ::<E) be a partially ordered knowl edge base and Sub c E be the set. Let E' be such that E' = E \ Sub and :::< � be the restriction of E to the ele ments ofE'. Then:
Again as in possibilistic logic, we can transform any formu las into its CNF form, without any change in the inference.
Definition 10 Let ( E, ::5E) be a partially ordered knowl edge base. Let <p E E and { C 1, C2, ... , Cn} its clausal form. The partially ordered knowledge base ( E, ::5E) can be translated into the knowledge base (E', ::5E•) by the fol lowing way: E' = ( E \ { 'P}) U { C1, C2, ... , Cn} and V<p' E E \ {<p}, C; E {C1,C2, . .. ,Cn}:
• if <p1 ::Sr: 'P (resp. <p1 -<:;:; <p) then <p1 ::5:;:;• C; (resp. cp ' -<:;:;• <p),
• if <p ::5E cp ' ( resp <p -< E cp') then C; ::5:;:;• cp' ( reps. C; -<:;:;• cp'),
• if cp ' � E <p then <p1 �:;:;· C; , Lastly, the following proposition shows that, when :SE is a total pre-order, our inference relation is an extension of qualitative possibilistic logic:
Proposition 12 Let ( E, :::< :;:;) be a partially ordered knowl edge base such that ::5:;:; is a total pre-order then:
The aim of this section is to provide a syntactic inference directly achieved from ( E, ::5E)· For this aim, we define a strict partial order, denoted by <lc between all consistent subsets of E, denoted by C [Benferhat et al., 2003) .
Definition 13 Let C1, C2 E C be two consistent subsets of E, C1 is said to be preferred to C2, denoted by C 1 <lc C2 , iff: { 4' 2 rf. c 2} <1 { 4'1 rf. cl }.
Intuitively, C1 is preferred to C2 if the preferred elements outside C 1 are less important than the preferred elements outside C2. This is a natural extension of BO ("Best Out") ordering used in [Benferhat et al., 1993] for totally ordered information.
Example 8 Let us again consider Example 1. C is com posed of 9 consistent subsets, which are listed in Table 2 . For instance, we have Cs <Jc Ca. Indeed for each element outside C5 (�a or �b), there exists a strictly preferred el ement outside C0 (resp. b and a). Again C5 <lc Co is the only relation between the elements of C. Similarly, it can be shown that Min(C, <lc) = { C1, C3, Cs, C6, Cs}.
We denote by Cons the set of preferred consistent subsets of I:, with respect to <lc. Namely: Cons= Min(C, <lc).
We can now define a syntactic inference:
Definition 14 A formula '1/! is syntactic/y inferred from (I:, ::SE). which is denoted by (I:
We have Cons= {C1,C3,Cs,C6,Cs}. with C 1 ={a }, C3 = {b}, Cs = {a,b}, C6 = {a,�b}, Cs = {�a,b}.
Let us show that the formula '1/! = a V b is a consequence of (I:, <lc). We have �'1/! =�a 1\ �band C1 U {�a 1\ �b} is inconsistent, as well as C3 U {�a 1\ �b }, Cs u {�a 1\ �b }, c6 u {�a 1\ �b} and c 8 u {�a 1\ �b}.
The following theorem shows that Definition 14 is indeed a syntactic characterization of the (I:, ::SI:) 1-po, namely:
Theorem 15 Let (I:, ::SI:) be a partially ordered knowl edge base, then: V'ljJ E £: (I:, ::SE) 1-po '1/! iff (I:, <lc) 1-1/J .
Computing syntactic inference
Clearly, the size of Cons can be very large. The follow ing shows that not all elements of Cons are. We provide several properties for reducing the size of Cons and for computing it.
Some properties of Cons
The following shows that only minimal elements of Cons for the set inclusion are useful for the inference. The minimal elements of Cons are denoted by K er. More formally:
Ker =Min( Cons, c)
Indeed we have:
Proposition 16 Let (I:, ::SI:) be a partially ordered knowl edge base, '1/! a formula. Then:
Example 10 In Example I, we have Cons {{a},{a,b},{a,�b},{b},{�a,b}} from which we can deduce a V b. Moreover, we have K er = { {a}, { b}} from which we can also deduce a V b.
Restricting to K er is justified by the fact that if C E K er and
The following defines the notion of a "rooted" consistent subset of I:. A consistent subset C of I: is said to be rooted if and only if for each formula cp in C, all preferred formu las of cp are in C. More formally:
The converse of Proposition 19 does not hold. For instance, let us consider L; = {a, �a} and a -< �a. We have then Min( Z:: \ {�a}, -<E\{�aj) U {�a} = {a, �a}, which is inconsistent. But {�a} does not belong to Cons.
However, the converse holds for the rooted consistent sets.
Proposition 20 Let C E Root( C). Then ifC U Min(Z:: \ C, -<E\C) is inconsistent, thenCE Cons. Figure 3 summarizes the relationships (in term of set inclu sion) between the consistent subsets ofZ:: , denoted by C, its rooted elements, denoted by Root( C), K er andCons, Figure 3 : Set inclusion relations between Cons, K er, C and Root( C)
An algorithm for computing K er
We now propose an algorithm (Algorithm I) which uses the properties of the previous section for computing K er.
Algorithm I is composed of 2 procedures. The first one, initialize, checks if L; is consistent. If it is the case, K er is then simply equal to {2:: }. Otherwise, the recursive proce dure buildKer, which constructs K er, is run.
L; contains the set of considered formulas and Current contains the rooted consistent set we are constructing.
We use a global variable, K er for saving the fi nal result. ::SE\{mEM'm",;=;} c
{a, �a, b, �b} and minBak = 0. We compute M = Min(L; \Current, -<E\Current) (line 1), which is equiva lent to Min(Z:: \ Current, -<E)· We then have M = {a, b }. At the first step, M contains minimal elements ofZ:: .
As Current U M U minBack is consistent (line 3), we choose an element in M (line 7). Let a be such ele ment. We call recursively buildK er (line 9). Now we have Current = {a}, 2:: = {�a, b, �b} and minBak = 0. We have M = {b, �a}. As Current U M U minBack is in consistent, we know that Current belongs to Cons and can belong to K er. As K er is empty, we just add Current to Cons (line 5).
We come back to the previous level of recurrence. We have treated the case of a. Therefore we can remove it from 2:: (line 10). As we know that a will not appear in a next Current, we can remove all preferred formulas, namely �b from L; (line 11, according to Proposition 18, elsewhere Current is not rooted). But we have to remind a when computing the consistency of Current U M U minBack. Thus a into minBack will contain {a} (line 12). Now we choose the next element in .M, namely b, and we call recursively buildKer. We have Current = {b}, L; = {�a} and minBak = {a}. Therefore, we have M ={�a}. Current U M U minBack is inconsistent, we add {b} to K er, we remove b and -.a from K er and the algorithm stops. The final result is K er = { {a}, {b} }.
Note that, for this example, we need just 3 tests of consis tency.
Conclusions
This paper has proposed an extension of possibilistic logic to deal with partially ordered knowledge. It completes and expands results obtained in [Benferhat et al., 2003 ]. More precisely, the new contributions of this paper can be sum marized as follows:
(i) We have proposed a natural justification of possibilistic inference relation based on a set of compatible totally or dered knowledge bases.
(ii) We have shown that the main properties of standard possibilistic logic hold for partially ordered knowledge. This is particularly true when dealing with inconsistent be liefs. Indeed, the set of plausible consequences of partially ordered knowledge base is always consistent.
(iii) We have provided an analysis of properties of the set of preferred consistent subbase (namely Cons). (iv) Lastly, an algorithm for computing plausible infer ences, exploiting the properties of Cons has been pro posed.
A future work is to related our approach with the one based on plausibility measures proposed by Halpern [Halpern, 200 I] .
Another future work is to apply the proposed algorithm in geographical information systems where available information is often partially ordered.
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